Arginine Demethylation of G3BP1 Promotes Stress Granule Assembly*
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Stress granules (SGs) are cytoplasmic condensates of stalled messenger ribonucleoprotein complexes (mRNPs) that form when eukaryotic cells encounter environmental stress. RNA-binding proteins are enriched for arginine methylation and facilitate SG assembly through interactions involving regions of low amino acid complexity. How methylation of specific RNA-binding proteins regulates RNA granule assembly has not been characterized. Here, we examined the potent SG-nucleating protein Ras-GAP SH3-binding protein 1 (G3BP1), and found that G3BP1 is differentially methylated on specific arginine residues by protein arginine methyltransferase (PRMT) 1 and PRMT5 in its RGG domain. Several genetic and biochemical interventions that increased methylation repressed SG assembly, whereas interventions that decreased methylation promoted SG assembly. Arsenite stress quickly and reversibly decreased asymmetric arginine methylation on G3BP1. These data indicate that arginine methylation in the RGG domain prevents large SG assembly and rapid demethylation is a novel signal that regulates SG formation.

Eukaryotic cells exposed to environmental stress rapidly form cytoplasmic stress granules (SGs), RNA granules that contain stalled translation initiation complexes. SG formation typically follows translational inhibition due to stress-induced eIF2α phosphorylation, and SGs are viewed as extensions of translation control mechanisms (1–4). SGs are composed of messenger RNAs, small ribosomal subunits, eukaryotic translation initiation factors, and key RNA-binding proteins such as G3BP1, Tia1, HuR, TDP-43, and FMRP, several of which are proposed to play roles in nucleating SG assembly (1, 3, 5–8). The architecture of SGs likely involves stable cores enriched for G3BP1 surrounded by a dynamic shell that rapidly undergoes assembly and disassembly (9). G3BP1 is thus considered a potent SG-nucleating protein. G3BP1 is targeted by many viruses to block SG assembly (10, 11). SGs are thought to function as short-term repositories for mRNAs to prevent degradation (12), and may also trigger the innate immune system by providing a platform for activation of double-stranded RNA-dependent protein kinase PKR (13) and recruit factors to regulate signaling cascades (14–17). Dysregulation of RNA granule components has also been identified in several human diseases (18–20). Although SGs have been under intense investigation for over a decade, the mechanisms promoting SG assembly are poorly understood.

SG assembly is a complex process resulting from the net consequences of multiple RNA-RNA, RNA-protein, and protein-protein interactions (PPI) (21). However, the mechanisms that turn these interactions on and off are not understood. Currently, a liquid-liquid phase separation model has been proposed to explain aspects of RNP granule assembly. There are twenty-one proteins that have been described as having SG nucleating functions, and all of them contain multiple low complexity (LC) and intrinsically disordered (ID) regions (21, 22). Tia1 and FUS were the first RNA-binding proteins shown to regulate SGs and be regulated by interactions of LC/ID regions (23, 24), and similar types of interactions have been shown to regulate P-bodies in yeast (25, 26). High concentrations of LC/ID-containing proteins spontaneously assemble liquid-like droplets through weak multivalent interactions, and these droplets display surface tension and fuse with adjacent droplets in vitro (24, 27–31). These liquid droplets are of a fairly uniform shape and size. Although SGs exhibit similar fusion and fission features, this model does not entirely explain the biophysical features of SGs because SGs are amorphous and regulatory mechanisms are lacking in vitro.

Various post-translational modifications (PTMs) in LC/ID regions of SG-nucleating proteins have been proposed to regulate SG assembly. This includes phosphorylation (32, 33), and dephosphorylation (5), poly(ADP)ribosylation (34), deacetylation (35), glycosylation (36), and methylation (37). However, only phosphorylation at Ser-149 (5) and deacetylation by HDAC6, both within a LC/ID region of G3BP1, have been linked to changes in SG assembly (35).
Protein arginine methylation is a PTM mostly studied in nuclear proteins, and regulates maturation of heterogenous ribonucleoproteins, PPI, and protein distribution in eukaryotic cells (38, 39). Quantification and identification of methylation sites in mammalian cells via SILAC labeling revealed that 75% of RNA-binding proteins, including G3BP1, are methylated, predominantly in RGG domains (40). The RGG domain of Cold-inducible RNA-binding protein controls its localization and migration into cold-induced SGs but a linkage to methylation is unknown (37). In addition, TDRD3, a methyl-arginine-binding protein, is a SG constituent protein (41, 42). Moreover, cells treated with MTA, a relatively selective inhibitor of protein arginine methyltransferase (PRMT) 5 (38, 43), displayed altered SG disassembly kinetics (41). Together these studies indicate methylation may be an important PTM that regulates SG condensation, but the key SG components that are methylated are unclear.

PRMTs methylate arginine residues in glycine and arginine-rich motifs. Nine mammalian PRMTs have been identified, and they are divided into three types (39, 44, 45). Type I PRMTs (PRMT1–4, PRMT6, and PRMT8) catalyze formation of $\omega-N^G,N^G$-asymmetric dimethylarginines (ADMA). Type II PRMTs (PRMT5, and PRMT9) catalyze the formation of $\omega-N^G,N^E$-symmetric dimethylarginines (SDMA). Both Type I and II PRMTs catalyze the formation of $\omega-N^E$-monomethylarginines (MMA) before catalyzing their respective dimethyl arginine products. The only type III PRMT (PRMT7) only generates a MMA product. PRMTs are functionally linked to transcriptional regulation, mRNA metabolism, signal transduction, DNA repair, and have roles in human diseases involving modification of protein localization (46–49). PRMT1 can regulate nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling of FUS and ATXN2L but has not been linked to SG dynamics; however, PRMT1 affects RAP55 localization to P-bodies (50–52). G3BP1 is methylated by PRMT1 at several arginine residues in mice in conjunction with $\beta$-catenin gene regulation (40). Methylation inhibitors can also modulate SGs (41, 53), but methylation of specific SG-nucleating protein targets and methylation-dependent changes in SG dynamics has not been established.

Here we describe a new regulatory mechanism for SG assembly that involves arginine methylation of G3BP1 by PRMT1 and PRMT5. We demonstrate that the RGG domain of G3BP1 is crucial for SG assembly, and it is methylated by both PRMT1 and PRMT5. Surprisingly, methylation of the RGG domain was not associated with SG assembly, rather rapid demethylation of G3BP1 in response to oxidative stress was linked to SG assembly. Collectively, these data indicate that arginine demethylation in the RGG domain of G3BP1 is a novel signal to trigger SG formation during oxidative stress.

**FIGURE 1. Deletion of the RGG domain of G3BP1 impairs SG assembly.** a. diagram depicting the domain structure of G3BP1. b. endogenous G3BP1 in U2OS cells was depleted by CRISPR/Cas9 knock-out. A single G3BP1 KO clone was selected and verified by Western blot analysis. c. G3BP1 KO U2OS cells were transfected with GFP, GFP-G3BP1, or GFP-G3BP1-$\Delta$RGG constructs and SG responses following arsenite stress (0.2 mM for 30 min) monitored by IFA. Cells were counterstained with the SG marker Tia1 in red, and DAPI for nuclei in blue. d. bar graph shows the percentage of cells that produced SGs in each condition. White bars indicate untreated cells, and gray bars refer to arsenite-stressed cells. The results shown are representative of three independent experiments counting >100 cells. ***, $p < 0.001$ versus untreated GFP control; ###, $p < 0.001$ against arsenite-treated GFP control. Original magnification: 63×.
FIGURE 2. G3BP1 is methylated by PRMT1 and PRMT5 in vitro. Recombinant MBP-G3BP1 was incubated with a panel of purified GFP-tagged PRMTs in in vitro methylation reactions as described under "Experimental Procedures." b and c, recombinant proteins bearing deletions of the indicated domains were incubated with GFP-PRMT1 or GFP-PRMT5, respectively. Loading controls of PRMTs are shown as Western blots against GFP (a, lower panel) or for G3BP constructs via ponceau staining (b, c, lower panel). U2OS cells were arsenite-treated and processed for IFA. Cells were stained for endogenous PRMT1 (d) or PRMT5 (e) in green, and counterstained with Tia1 in red. Yellow squares indicate regions depicted in vignettes. Original magnification: 63×.
Results

The RGG Domain of G3BP1 Is Required for SG Assembly—Certain PTMs on RNA-binding proteins can modulate RNA granule assembly. SILAC mass spectrometry indicates that G3BP1 is methylated in the RGG domain (40, 54). Since G3BP1 is a potent SG-nucleating protein we investigated whether the C-terminal RGG domain is important for SG assembly. We generated a GFP-tagged G3BP1ΔRGG construct expressing truncated G3BP1 lacking the RGG domain (Fig. 1a). The G3BP1ΔRGG construct was transfected into U2OS cells that were genetically modified, using CRISPR/Cas9 technology, to abrogate G3BP1 expressing (G3BP1 KO cells; Fig. 1b). This allowed us to examine whether the RGG domain of G3BP1 is required for SG formation in cells where there are no complications resulting from coexpression of wild type endogenous protein. Expression of GFP in cells did not generate SGs even under arsenite stress conditions, demonstrating the strong dependence of SG assembly on G3BP1 (Fig. 1, top panel and d). Expression of G3BP1 led to formation of SGs spontaneously (Fig. 1c, middle panel) in ~60% of transfected cells (Fig. 1d) as expected, and 90% of arsenite-treated transfected cells (Fig. 1c, middle panel and d). However, expression of G3BP1ΔRGG was severely impaired SG assembly in unstressed and arsenite-treated cells (Fig. 1, c, bottom and d), suggesting that the RGG domain of G3BP1 is critical for SG formation.

G3BP1 Is a Substrate of PRMT1 and PRMT5—PRMT1 is the only PRMT family member known to methylate G3BP1 in mice but which PRMTs modify human G3BP1 is not known (54). To investigate whether the RGG domain of G3BP1 is methylated, we performed in vitro methylation assays with purified recombinant MBP-G3BP1 protein and GFP-tagged PRMTs (Fig. 2a). We identified three PRMTs that methylated G3BP1 in vitro: PRMT1, PRMT5, and PRMT8 (Fig. 2a). The most efficient methylation of G3BP1 was catalyzed by PRMT1 and 5, which were studied further with a panel of G3BP1 deletions (Fig. 2, b or c, respectively). We found that the RGG domain completely abolished in vitro methylation on G3BP1, indicating that PRMT1 and PRMT5 methylated G3BP1 in the RGG domain (Fig. 2, b and c, top panel). Deletion of other domains affected methylation efficiency, but all could be modified in vitro. We also visualized the distribution of PRMT1 and PRMT5 in arsenite stressed U2OS cells via immunofluorescence microscopy (IF). Although both enzymes methylated G3BP1 in the RGG domain, only PRMT1 colocalized with SGs (Fig. 2, d and e), suggesting PRMT1 may play a more dominant role in SG dynamics.

The Enzymatic Activity of PRMT1 and PRMT5 Suppress SG Formation—To determine if PRMT1 and PRMT5 regulate SG formation, we used genetic and chemical approaches to manipulate PRMT1 and PRMT5 activity. Overexpression of GFP-PRMT1 or GFP-PRMT5 in U2OS cells slightly increased ADMA (30%), and SDMA (25%) signals and did not change the expression of G3BP1 (Fig. 3, a and d). Ectopic expression of each PRMT led to formation of PRMT-containing foci in the cytoplasm; however, only GFP-PRMT1 foci contained SG constituent proteins including G3BP1, Tia1 (Fig. 3, b and e), and HuR (data not shown). To our surprise, there was an approximate 5-fold reduction in SG formation in cells that expressed either GFP-PRMT1 or GFP-PRMT5 (Fig. 3, c and f). Next, we used small molecule inhibitors of PRMT1 or PRMT5 in HeLa cells, and observed a 2-fold loss of ADMA and SDMA signal in endogenous proteins, but no alteration of G3BP1 protein levels (Fig. 3, g and h). Treatment of cells with inhibitors of PRMT1 or PRMT5 increased average numbers of arsenite-induced SGs per cell (22.7 ± 1.42 or 32.5 ± 0.89, respectively) compared with controls (13.6 ± 1.11). However, the average size of SGs in inhibitor treated cells was smaller than in controls. Simultaneous treatment of cells with both PRMT1 and 5 inhibitors strongly promoted SG formation during arsenite stress (73.1 ± 8.7) as compared with DMSO controls (13.6 ± 1.11) (Fig. 3, i and j). This increase in SGs upon PRMT inhibition correlates with reduced translation rates as measured by puromycin incorporation into nascent polypeptides (supplemental Fig. S3). These data indicate that a loss of methylation on G3BP1 promoted SG assembly marked by the canonical SG marker Tia1 (Fig. 3i). Inhibition of PRMT1 and 5 similarly promoted SGs marked by HuR and elf3b (supplemental Fig. S1).

To further investigate the role of PRMTs in regulating SG assembly, we used tamoxifen-inducible PRMT1 (PRMT1-KO) and PRMT5 (PRMT5-KO) knock-out MEFs. PRMT KO MEFs displayed reduced ADMA and SDMA signals on total endogenous proteins similar to chemical inhibition of these PRMTs. G3BP1 protein levels were unaffected (Fig. 4, a and d), but immunoprecipitated G3BP1 had a large reduction of ADMA and SDMA (30%) and SDMA (25%) signals and did not change the quantification of average number of SGs/cell in cells that did express (white bars) or did not express transgenes (gray bars), **, p < 0.01. i, enzymatic activities of PRMTs in HeLa cells were inhibited by PRMT1 inhibitor (PRMT1i), PRMT5 inhibitor (PRMT5i) or both together (PRMT1/5i). HeLa cells were fixed after arsenite treatment and stained for SG markers G3BP1 in green and Tia1 in red. Yellow squares indicate regions depictions in vennettes, and the merged channel vennette is on the right of each series of three panels. j, quantification of average SGs/cell after inhibitor treatments. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; and ***, p < 0.001 versus DMSO-treated cells. The results shown are representative of three independent experiments in which 100 cells were counted in each. Original magnification: 63×.
lates the physical condensation of SGs rather than indirect effects resulting from overt changes in protein synthesis.

In agreement with PRMT overexpression results (Fig. 3), only PRMT1 colocalized with SGs in stressed PRMT1-KO MEF control cells (Fig. 4b). Further, depletion of PRMT1 or PRMT5 strongly increased the number of arsenite-induced SGs in cells compared with wild type cells. Finally we attempted to reverse the phenotype of the smaller, more numerous SG in PRMT KO MEFs by ectopic expression of PRMT1 and PRMT5. Expression of PRMTs in PRMT KO MEFs by transfection of GFP-tagged PRMT constructs reduced the number of SGs in arsenite-stressed cells to levels observed in wild type control cells (Fig. 4, g, h, and i). Collectively, depletion of PRMT enzymatic activity by chemical or genetic approaches promoted SG assembly, suggesting that methylation of G3BP1 (and/or other key SG-nucleating factors) may serve as a SG off-switch.

**Methyl-deficient G3BP1 Mutants Promote SGs**—To better link the methylation phenotype observed when PRMT activity is manipulated to G3BP1 methylation and function in SGs, two different types of GFP-tagged G3BP1 methylation mutants were generated. Arginine residues at position 429, 435, 443, 447, or 460 were changed to lysine (methyl-deficient) or phenylalanine (charge-neutral) (Fig. 5a). GFP-G3BP1 mutants were expressed in U2OS G3BP1 KO cells to analyze the behavior of G3BP1-induced SGs in the absence of endogenous G3BP1. As shown above, overexpression of GFP-G3BP1 induced SGs in 60 and 90% of unstressed transfected and arsenite-stressed transfected cells, respectively, and deletion of the RGG domain of G3BP1 abolished SG assembly (Fig. 5, b and c). Overexpression of G3BP1 charge-neutral mutants repressed SGs whereas methyl-null mutants generally promoted SGs marked by Tia1 (Fig. 5, b–d). These SGs also contained other canonical SG components (i.e. eIF3b and HuR; supplemental Fig. S2). Only the R435K methyl-deficient mutant was defective in SG formation, but only under unstressed conditions (Fig. 5, b and d). G3BP1 containing R to F mutations at all five arginine sites was very defective in SG formation under untreated conditions (Fig. 5, d, right panel, and b). Under arsenite-stressed conditions, most of the G3BP1 single point mutants responded similar to wild type regardless of whether they were charge-neutral or methyl-null mutations (Fig. 5b). Strikingly, cells that expressed the R447F mutant strongly suppressed SG assembly during stress, suggesting that Arg-447 might be targeted by PRMT1 or PRMT5 to regulate SGs.

To locate specific arginine residues in the RGG domain targeted by PRMT1 and PRMT5, we performed in vitro methylation assays with a panel of recombinant G3BP1 Arg to Lys mutant proteins. The quintuple methyl-deficient G3BP1 (All K) mutant was completely refractory to in vitro methylation with either PRMT. Mutation of individual residues Arg-447 and Arg-435 affected the efficiency of G3BP1 methylation by PRMT1. The Arg-460 G3BP1 mutant was not methylated by PRMT5 (Fig. 5e, top panel). Collectivity, these data indicate PRMT1 and PRMT5 differentially methylate G3BP1, with PRMT1 methylating Arg-435 and Arg-447, and PRMT5 preferentially targeting Arg-460. Together with SG formation assays in cells, these results suggest Arg-447 is an important residue in regulation of SGs, likely through methylation by PRMT1.

**G3BP1 Is Demethylated in Arsenite-induced SGs**—Based on the results above we speculated that G3BP1 arginines are demethylated to allow SGs assembly. Therefore, we compared ADMA of G3BP1 immunoprecipitated from unstressed and arsenite stressed cells. Indeed, we observed 20% loss of ADMA on G3BP1 after 30 min of arsenite treatment in U2OS cells (Fig. 6a). To validate the result, we performed a stress-recovery experiment to monitor the methylation status of G3BP1 through the recovery period in HeLa cells. Arsenite stress induced strong eIF2α phosphorylation that persisted for 3.5 h after release from stress. This is a proxy for translation inhibition during stress. In parallel to eIF2α phosphorylation, we also detected a loss of ADMA on G3BP1 from 20% at 30 min of stress to 50% by 1 h of arsenite stress. G3BP1 was progressively methylated with ADMA during stress recovery (Fig. 6b). This indicates that stress induces demethylation of G3BP1, and G3BP1 is methylated again during stress recovery. Interestingly, inhibition of proteasomal degradation by MG132 did not block the reduction of G3BP1 ADMA signal (Fig. 6c), indicating that the loss of ADMA signal on G3BP1 is not due to proteasomal G3BP1 turnover. This is also supported by constant G3BP1 levels at all timepoints (Fig. 6, a–c).

To further address whether demethylation promotes SG formation, we treated HeLa cells with adenosine dialdehyde (AdOX), which is a pan methyltransferase inhibitor. There was an 80% loss of ADMA signal on total cellular proteins after 48 h of AdOX treatment (Fig. 6d). AdOX treatment did not induce SG formation in unstressed cells, whereas stressed, AdOX-treated cells displayed more SGs similar to genetic inhibition of PRMTs described above. We found that the number of SGs was arsenite concentration dependent under AdOX treatment (Fig. 6, e and f). These findings support the above data indicating inhibition of PRMT1 and PRMT5 enzymatic activity stimulates SG formation (Fig. 3, i and j), and are consistent with the
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(a) Schematic representation of G3BP1 domains and key residues.

- G3BP1: NTF2 - Acidic - PxP - RRM - RGG - COOH
- Key residues: 435, 442, 447, 465, 466

- Methyl-deficient (M-d): replace R with K
- Methyl-mimetic (M-m): replace R with F
- Mutation sites: single/ double/ triple/ quads/ all

(b) Bar graph showing the percentage of cells with SGs:
- R to F
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(c) Fluorescence microscopy images of GFP-G3BP1 and ΔRGG constructs under untreated and arsenite-treated conditions.

(d) Fluorescence microscopy images of R435F and R435K constructs under untreated and arsenite-treated conditions.

(e) Western blot analysis showing in vitro methyltransferase (In vitro methyltransferase) activity for G3BP1 constructs under untreated and arsenite-treated conditions.
hypothesis that SG regulation occurs through G3BP1 demethylation.

Demethylation of G3BP1 on Three Arginine Residues in Response to Stress—To confirm changes in G3BP1 methylation reported with the ADMA antibody, we performed liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis of changes in G3BP1 methylation after oxidative stress. Two methylated peptides from the RGG domain were detected, with sequences GPGPPRGGLGGMR (amino acid 430–443 of G3BP1) (Fig. 7, a and b), and GPPPRGGMVQPKPGFVGRGLAPR (amino acid 444–465 of G3BP1) (Fig. 7, c and d). Arg-435 and Arg-447 was either monomethylated (Fig. 7, a and c) or dimethylated (Fig. 7, b and d), and Arg-460 was only dimethylated (Fig. 7, c and d) in unstressed cells. After 30 min of arsenite treatment, a reduction of arginine methylation in G3BP1 was detected in both these peptides. Arg-435 lost about 27% (0.73 ± 0.06) of monomethylation and 14% (0.86 ± 0.18) of dimethylation, whereas R447/R460 lost about 28% of mono/dimethylation (0.72 ± 0.18) and 18% (0.82 ± 0.1) of dimethylation/dimethylation (Fig. 7e). These results confirmed that G3BP1 undergoes rapid demethylation during oxidative stress.

Finally, we tested if demethylation of G3BP1 is a general stress response or only specific to arsenite stress. We used antibodies to monitor ADMA and SDMA signals on G3BP1 after arsenite, thapsigargin (ER stress) and heat shock. Interestingly, G3BP1 methylation status was differentially dependent on the stressors. Unlike arsenite treatment, the ADMA signal in G3BP1 was unchanged during ER stress and heat shock, but SDMA signal was reduced by these stressors (Fig. 7, f and g). Together this indicates that demethylation of G3BP1 might be a common mechanism to trigger SG nucleation, and PRMT1 may play an important role in oxidative stress, whereas PRMT5 may regulate G3BP1 during ER stress and heat shock.

Discussion

SGs help regulate gene expression and cell survival (55) (56) (57). As a consequence of these functions, defects in SG assembly and dynamics are implicated in several human diseases (58) (20). Although SGs have been studied for over a decade, the fundamental mechanisms governing how they assemble remain unresolved. PTMs are common endpoints of signaling cascades that coordinate protein functions within the context of whole cell gene expression and responses. Fine tuning of protein function is gained from multiple PTMs on the same protein. G3BP1 is known to be phosphorylated, methylated, and acetylated, but only regulation of phosphorylation at serine 149 has been linked to SG formation (5, 40). Here we found that the methylation status of G3BP1 is altered during cellular stress, and G3BP1 is demethylated in concert with SG assembly in response to oxidative stress with arsenite. Arginine methylation is a common PTM on nuclear proteins that is generally considered a permanent modification due to the lack of definitive arginine demethylases. Methylation of RNA-binding proteins ATAXIN2L and SERBP1 promotes nuclear localization but does not influence their entry into SGs (52, 59). Methylation of the cold shock SG component CIRP promotes its entry into RNA granules (37). In contrast, PRMT1 overexpression reduced SGs promoted by FUS overexpression and extensive methylation of Ddx4 destabilized Ddx4 liquid droplets (29, 51).

The work reported here provides a mechanistic framework for understanding the role of methylation of these other RNA-binding proteins in RNA granule biology. Our work also suggests the presence of a potent demethylase that catalyzes rapid arginine demethylation of a key SG assembly factor in response to several stressors. We detected a cycle of loss and gain of ADMA signal on G3BP1 during the arsenite stress-recovery period, which was confirmed by MS analysis. The cycle of arginine demethylation and methylation in stress-recovery experiments is not a result of G3BP1 protein turnover and new protein synthesis because 1) arsenite rapidly shuts down bulk translation because of eIF2α phosphorylation, 2) G3BP1 is a stable protein with a half-life of over six hours (data not shown), and 3) no reduction of ADMA signal on G3PB1 resulted from treatment of cells with MG132 during arsenite stress. We also show PRMT1, 5 and 8 are responsible for decorating G3BP1 with methyl groups. PRMTs 1 and 5 recognize different arginine residues on G3BP1, and expression of methyl-null G3BP1 point mutants at R429, R447, and R460F repressed SG formation in cells. Although previous work indicates PRMT1 methylates murine G3BP1, they did not show effects on SGs (55).

We focused on PRMT’s 1 and 5 in this study since PRMT8 methylation was weak and it is expressed only in the brain (60). PRMT methylation of G3BP1 occurs in the RGG domain, which is critical for SG assembly under oxidative stress conditions. Previous work suggested the RGG domain of G3BP1 is involved in PPI and protein–RNA interactions (21) and interactions with 40S ribosomes (61). We elevated arginine methyltransferase levels by ectopic expression of PRMT1 and PRMT5 and found reduced numbers of SGs during oxidative stress, whereas chemical and genetic inhibition of PRMT enzymatic activity promoted SG assembly. We also discovered differential methylation of G3BP1 by PRMTs. Arg-435 and Arg-447 are sites methylated by PRMT1, and R460 is a methylation site for PRMT5. Though Arg-447 methylation by PRMT1 strongly represses the SG phenotype, a sophisticated methylation regulatory system for G3BP1 function may exist. Arg-435 remained arginine methylated during stress, and potentially cooperates with PRMT5 methylation of Arg-460. PRMT5 does not penetrate SGs, as we show, but might function to promote G3BP1
FIGURE 6. Demethylation of G3BP1 promotes SG formation. a, pulldown of endogenous G3BP1 in G3BP1 KO (GKO), unstressed (UT), and arsenite-treated (AS) HeLa cells. The methylation status of G3BP1 was detected with the asymmetric dimethylation (ADMA) antibody in Western blot analysis. b, asymmetric dimethylation was detected on G3BP1 (ADMA) through stress and recovery periods. Right panel, quantification of ADMA intensity is shown. The results are representative of three independent experiments. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01 against the 0 h time point. Arsenite stress was applied for 60 min, removed, then cells were washed and incubated for the indicated recovery period. The level of phospho-eIF2α (p-eIF2α) was monitored by immunoblot analysis as a proxy for translation inhibition during the recovery period. G3BP1 asymmetric dimethyl (ADMA) status was determined by immunoblot analysis of immunoprecipitated G3BP1. c, HeLa cells were treated with either DMSO or MG132 simultaneously with either vehicle or arsenite for 1.5 h. The methylation status (ADMA) of G3PB1 was detected as described above. d, HeLa cells were treated with Adox for 48 h, and endogenous ADMA levels were determined by immunoblot. e, Adox-treated cells were stressed with 250 mM (AS250) or 500 mM (AS500) arsenite, and processed for IFA with G3BP1 in green, Tia1 in red, and DAPI. f, quantification of average SGs/cell were calculated in >100 cells for each condition. White bar indicates DMSO control, and gray bars indicates Adox treatment. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01 against DMSO control. Original magnification: 63×.
signaling, thus modifying G3BP1 outside of SGs as it undergoes rapid exchange in and out of SGs. Conversely, consistent with another report (51), PRMT1 enters SGs and may fine-tune Arg-447 methylation \textit{in situ}, trigger G3BP1 egress and promote SG disassembly. The detailed molecular mechanisms still require further investigation.
Collectively, our data indicate that arginine methylation of G3BP1 inhibits SG assembly; and loss of PRMT1 and PRMT5 enzymatic activity might result in failure of secondary assembly of SGs (small SG phenotype). An emerging hypothesis in the field encompasses a two stage assembly of SGs, nucleated in the first stage by G3BP1-formation of many small granules that then merge into larger granules (9, 62). The size of SGs seems to be independent of translational repression in other studies, but disturbs SG-PB interactions (63). SG have also been proposed to modulate signal transduction cascades by recruiting signaling molecules into SGs or providing a platform for these molecules to work (21) (64) (65). Recent MS analysis of the composition of crosslinked G3BP1-enriched SGs showed some enrichment of both PRMT1 and PRMT5 with G3BP1 (9), and either could play roles in these events.

In conclusion, our findings indicate stress-induced, rapid demethylation of G3BP1, a critical SG nucleating factor, is a key requirement for SG assembly. Our work suggests the presence of an arginine demethylase involved in SG accumulation. Jumonji domain containing domain 6 (JMJD6) is the only enzyme that has been reported to have arginine demethylase activity (66, 67), although lysine demethylases with activity on histones are known (68) (69). Although some conflicting reports challenge whether JMJD6 has true arginine demethylase activity (70), several reports link JMJD6 to demethylation of mitochondrial PAX, Hsp70, estrogen receptor, and RNA helicase A (67), and JMJD6 is activated by hypoxic stress (71). Further work will determine if JMJD6 or yet unknown demethylases are involved in SG accumulation through G3BP1.

Experimental Procedures

Cell Culture and Transfections—Cells were cultured under standard conditions of 10% FBS in DMEM. CRISPR G3BP1 knock-out U2OS cells are a single clone generated by sgRNA targeting to exon1 of G3BP1. After transfection of CRISPR/Cas9, cells were serially diluted and propagated to obtain single cell clones. Several clones were compared before selecting the one used in this study. All expression constructs were transfected into cells by Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

PRMT1 and PRMT5 inducible knock-out MEFs were treated with 2 μM 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT; Sigma) for 6 days and 21 days, respectively, to induce PRMT KO. We verified PRMT KO efficiency by Western blotting analysis with primary antibodies against PRMT1 (Cell Signaling), PRMT5 (Abcam), ADMA, and SDMA (EpiCypher).

PRMT1 and PRMT5 Inhibitors—The PRMT5 inhibitor was developed by EpiZyme (EPZ16566) (72). The PRMT1 inhibitor (MS023) was developed in the Jin laboratory, and blocks Type I PRMTs, but does not prevent SDMA addition by PRMT5 (73).

Plasmid Constructs—A panel of G3BP1 methylation mutants was generated from a GFP-G3BP1 construct, generously provided by N. Kedersha (Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA). Two sets of site-directed mutagenesis primers were used to sequentially mutate Arg residues. Methyl-deficient primers switched arginine residues (Arg-429, Arg-435, Arg-443, Arg-447, and Arg-460) in the RGG domain of G3BP1 to lysine, whereas charge-neutral primer sets mutated arginine residues at the same positions to phenylalanine. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed with Herculase II fusion DNA Polymerase (Agilent technologies) as described by the manufacturer. The GFP-tagged PRMT plasmid set was described previously (74).

Protein Purification—MS2-MBP, MBP-G3BP1, and MBP-G3BP1 deletion mutant expression was induced in Rosetta cells (Novagen) for 3 h at 30 °C with 0.5 mm isopropyl-β-d-1-thioglactopyranoside (IPTG). Proteins were purified by passing over amylose resin at 4 °C (New England Biolabs). Proteins were then washed and eluted from the resin with 10 mM maltose prior to dialysis against 0.1 m phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 50% glycerol. MBPs were analyzed by SDS-PAGE for protein integrity, and protein concentrations were quantified by comparison to bovine serum albumin (BSA) standards.

In Vitro Methylation Assay—In vitro methylation was conducted essentially as described previously (75). Briefly, PRMTs were purified from HeLa cells on protein A/G beads then reacted with 1 μg of recombinant G3BP1, 1 μl of S-adenosyl-l-[methyl-3H]methionine (85 Ci/mmol; Perkin-Elmer), 3 μl of 10× PBS, and H2O in a reaction volume of 30 μl. Samples were incubated at 30 °C for 1.5 h followed by separation with SDS-PAGE, transfer to a PVDF membrane, and then sprayed with EN3HANCE (Perkin-Elmer). Finally, modified proteins were detected with autoradiography.

Mass Spectrometry Analysis—G3BP1 was immunoprecipitated from untreated and arsenite-treated cells, gel purified, and excised for trypsin digestion. The resulting peptide fragments were analyzed by liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (LC-MS) using an LTQ ion-trap mass spectrometer equipped with a nano LC electrospray ionization (ESI) source to determine arginine methylation of G3BP1 peptides. Approximately 85% of total G3BP1 peptide coverage was achieved in each independent experiment.

Immunofluorescence Assay—Microscopy was performed essentially as described previously (4). Primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4 °C. Primary antibodies used were: anti-PRMT1 (Cell Signaling, 2449), anti-PRMT5 (Abcam, ab104951), anti-G3BP1 (10), anti-Tia1 (Santa Cruz Biotechno-
Immunoblotting—Protein lysates (50 μg) were separated and transferred according to standard procedures. Membranes were blocked with Sea Block (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 30 min at 25 °C then incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C or 3 h at 25 °C. Fluorescent conjugated secondary antibodies—anti-mouse IgG (Dylight 680, 5470) and anti-rabbit IgG (Dylight 800, 5151) (Cell Signaling) were incubated for 30 min. Primary antibodies used herein not listed under the immunofluorescence heading above were: anti-G3BP1 from Abcam (ab181149 and ab181150), anti-phospho-eIF2α (Cell Signaling, 3597), anti-GFP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology SC-9996), anti-GAPDH (Millipore MAB374), anti-ADMA (EpiCypher, 12-0011), and anti-SDMA (EpiCypher, 13-0012). Signals were detected using an Odyssey CLx (LI-COR). The relative levels of protein expression were normalized against GAPDH.

Immunoprecipitation—U2OS or HeLa cells were harvested in RIPA buffer then quantified by a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 1 mg of cleared protein lysates from each condition were diluted in 60% RIPA, 40% NETN buffer, then incubated with monoclonal primary antibody against G3BP1 (Abcam, 1:100) for 18 h at 4 °C. Protein A-Sepharose beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were equilibrated with NETN buffer and 40 μl of beads were added into each reaction for 1 h at 4 °C. Samples were washed with 1 ml of NETN buffer 5 times and eluted with 2× Laemmli sample buffer (Bio-Rad).

Statistical Analysis—All data are expressed as mean ± S.D. and compared between groups using the Student’s t test. p value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001.
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